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Abstract—With the vigorous development of vehicular com-
munications in 5G and beyond networks, cognitive satellite-
terrestrial networks are expected to support multitudinous ser-
vices and applications in future intelligent transportation systems
and mobile Internet. To this aim, we introduce a cognitive
satellite-vehicular network (CSVN) in this paper, where the
secondary vehicular communications are featured with mobility.
To realize friendly coexistence between satellite and vehicular
networks as well as efficient resource utilization, we investi-
gate the tradeoff between energy efficiency (EE) and spectrum
efficiency (SE) and analyze the associated power allocation
in the CSVN. Specifically, by introducing a preference factor
which reflects the priority level of EE/SE, we firstly propose a
unified EE-SE tradeoff metric to adapt to dynamic vehicular
environments. Based on the formulated EE-SE tradeoff metric,
we derive a power allocation strategy under the interference
power constraints imposed by primary satellite communications.
Finally, simulation results are provided to show the effects of
preference factor, interference constraints, and vehicle velocity
on the EE-SE tradeoff performance.

Index Terms—Cognitive satellite-vehicular networks, spectral
efficiency, energy efficiency, power allocation, interference con-
straints.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demand for applications and services
in satellite communications as well as 5G and beyond com-
munications, the available frequency resources have become
scarce due to the dedicated frequency allocation of standard-
ized wireless systems [1]. In this context, cognitive satellite-
terrestrial networks (CSTNs), which enable spectrum sharing
between satellite and terrestrial networks by employing cogni-
tive radio (CR) technology, have emerged as one of the most
promising infrastructures to alleviate the spectrum scarcity
problem [2], [3]. On the other hand, with the development
of intelligent transportation systems, vehicular communication
is becoming a popular research topic both in industry and
academia [4]. To keep pace with 5G and beyond communi-
cations and support satellite communications in mobile en-
vironments, e.g., emergency relief vehicles, satellite-vehicular
communications have attracted increasing attentions [5], [6].

Inspired by the benefits of applying CR to satellite commu-
nications and the prospect of realizing vehicular communica-
tions in satellite-terrestrial networks, we introduce a cognitive
satellite-vehicular network (CSVN) in this paper. Specifically,
the satellite network is regarded as the primary system and the

terrestrial vehicular network operates as the secondary system.
To realize friendly coexistence between satellite and vehicular
networks, efficient resource allocation for the CSVN is a
significant challenge due to the mobility feature of vehicular
communications.

For conventional CSTNs, various resource allocation
schemes were proposed to optimize the network performance
[7]–[10]. Specifically, the authors in [7] proposed a carrier-
power-bandwidth allocation scheme to maximize the satellite
throughput. In [8], the authors conducted power allocation to
maximize the achievable rate for CSTNs with amplify-and-
forward relays. For real-time satellite applications in CSTNs,
the authors in [9] conducted power control to maximize the
delay-limited capacity without degrading the communication
quality of the primary terrestrial user. Besides, beamforming
based secure transmissions were studied in [10] to enhance the
physical layer security for CSTNs. In these resource allocation
schemes, transceivers in terrestrial networks are all assumed
to be stationary. Whereas, for CSVNs, the high mobility of
vehicular transceivers may have a significant influence on the
propagation characteristics of wireless channel. As a result,
resource allocation for CSVNs under a realistic mobile-to-
mobile channel model needs to be further studied. More-
over, existing resource allocation schemes in CSTNs mainly
concentrate on optimizing the network performance from the
perspective of spectrum efficiency (SE), while ignoring the
energy efficiency (EE), which is also a vital performance
metric in the design of future environment-friendly satellite
communications [11]. Thus, the consideration of both EE and
SE is significant in 5G and beyond networks [12] [13].

To fill these gaps, we take both EE and SE into account
in the CSVN. Considering EE and SE efficient transmission
techniques are inconsistent with each other, we investigate
the EE-SE tradeoff and the associated power allocation in
the CSVN, where a three-dimensional (3D) vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) channel model is adopted to characterize a realistic ve-
hicular environment [14]. By analyzing the impact of vehicular
density on EE and SE performance, we firstly propose an EE-
SE tradeoff metric, where a preference factor is adopted to
condense EE and SE into a single utility function to adapt to
various vehicular scenarios. Based on the developed EE-SE
tradeoff metric, we formulate the power allocation scheme as
an optimization problem that minimizes the utility function of
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Fig. 1. System model of the underlay CSVN.

vehicular communications while guaranteeing the interference
power constraints imposed by satellite communications. Then,
employing the Charnes-Cooper transformation, we transform
the fractional optimization problem into an equivalent convex
problem and derive the optimal solution of the transmit
power. Finally, simulation results are provided to evaluate the
developed power allocation scheme and show the effects of
preference factor, interference constraints, and vehicle velocity
on the EE-SE tradeoff performance.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a CSVN, where the
satellite communication acts as the primary system and shares
downlink spectral resource with the terrestrial V2V commu-
nication referred to as the secondary system in an underlay
mode. In this case, the secondary vehicular transmitter (ST)
will interfere the primary receiver (PR) while the secondary
vehicular receiver (SR) will also suffer from the interference
caused by the primary transmitter (PT). It is assumed that each
node is equipped with a single antenna. We denote hss, hsp,
hps, and hpp as the channel coefficients of ST→SR, ST→PR,
PT→SR, and PT→PR links, respectively.

Given a system bandwidth W , the spectral efficiency (ΨSE,
in bits/s/Hz) of V2V communications can be expressed as

ΨSE=
E {C}
W

= E {log2 (1 + γs)} (1)

where E{·} denotes the expectation operator, C is the instanta-
neous capacity, and γs = Ps|hss|2

N0+Pp|hps|2
is the received signal-to-

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the vehicular receiver.
Here, Ps and Pp are the transmit powers of the vehicular
transmitter and the satellite, respectively, and N0 is the average
noise power.

Energy efficiency (ΨEE, in bits/Joule/Hz) is defined as the
ratio of ΨSE to the total power expenditure (Ptot, in Watt) and
can be formulated as

ΨEE=
ΨSE

E {Ptot}
=

ΨSE

E
{
ηPs + PC

0 + P S
0

} (2)

where 1/η ∈ (0, 1] denotes the drain efficiency of the power
amplifier, PC

0 and P S
0 denote the circuit power and static

power, respectively. Since the circuit and static power con-
sumptions are usually independent of data rate and can be re-
garded as constants for the transmitter, for notation simplicity,
we use Ptot = ηPs+P0 in the following, where P0=PC

0 +P S
0 .

In the following, we provide the related channel models
involved in the CSVN.

A. V2V Channel Model

An accurate channel model is crucial for performance
optimization of key 5G communication scenarios [15]. For the
secondary V2V communication, we adopt the 3D V2V channel
model proposed in [14] to accurately capture the effects of ve-
locity and vehicular density on the channel characteristics. In
this model, the radio propagation environment is characterized
by 3D effective scattering with line-of-sight (LoS) and non-
LoS (NLoS) components between the vehicular transmitter
and receiver. Specifically, the NLoS components can be further
classified as single bounced (SB) rays representing signals
reflected only once during the propagation process and double
bounced (DB) rays representing signals reflected more than
once. For a given carrier frequency f , the channel coefficient
hss can be expressed as

hss=hLoS +

I∑
i=1

hSBi + hDB (3)

where hLoS, hSBi , and hDB are the LoS component, SB
component, and DB component, respectively. In this model,
I = 3, which means there are three subcomponents for SB
rays, i.e., SB1 from the transmitter sphere, SB2 from the
receiver sphere, and SB3 from the elliptic-cylinder. According
to [14], we have

hLoS (t) =
√

K
K+1

e−j2πfτej2πfst cos(αLoS
s −λs) cos βLoS

s

× ej2πfdt cos(αLoS
d −λd) cos βLoS

d

(4)

hSBi(t) =

√
ηSBi

K+1
lim

Ni→∞

Ni∑
ni=1

1√
Ni
ej(ξni−2πfτni)

×ej2πfst cos(α
(ni)
s −λs) cos β

(ni)
s ej2πfdt cos(α

(ni)
d
−λd) cos β

(ni)
d

(5)

hDB (t)=

√
ηDB

K+1
lim

N1,N2→∞

N1,N2∑
n1,n2=1

1√
N1, N2i

× ej(ξn1,n2
−2πfτn1,n2)e

j2πfst cos
(
α
(n1)
s −λs

)
cos β

(n1)
s

× ej2πfdt cos
(
α
(n2)
d
−λd

)
cos β

(n2)
d

(6)

where αLoS
s ≈ βLoS

s ≈ βLoS
d ≈ 0 and αLoS

d ≈ π with αLoS
s ,

αLoS
d , βLoS

s , and βLoS
d denoting azimuth angles of departure

(AoD), azimuth angles of arrival (AoA), elevation AoD, and
elevation AoA of the LoS component, respectively. Here, α(ni)

s/d

and β
(ni)
s/d are the azimuth AoD/ azimuth AoA and elevation

AoD/elevation AoA of the waves traveling from the effective
scatterers s(ni), respectively. Path delays for paths ST→ SR,
ST → s(ni) → SR, and ST → s(n1) → s(n2) → SR
are defined as τ , τni , and τn1,n2

, respectively. We have K
designates the Rician factor, indicating the power ratio of the
LoS component to NLoS components. The ST and SR are
assumed to be moving at the speed of νs/d in the direction
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angle of λs/d, and fs and fd are the Doppler frequencies
with respect to the ST and the SR, respectively. Parameters
ηSBi and ηDB specify the amount of power that SB and DB
rays contribute to the total scattered power 1/(K + 1), which
satisfy

∑I
i=1 ηSBi + ηDB = 1. Phases ξni and ξn1,n2

are
assumed to be independent and identically distributed random
variables with uniform distributions over [−π, π).

B. Generalized-K Channel Model

Apart from the V2V communication link, the considered
network also involves in fixed-to-mobile/fixed links which
consist of one terrestrial link (hsp) and two land mobile
satellite (LMS) links (hpp and hps). In this paper, we model
all fixed-to-mobile/fixed links uniformly as the generalized-K
distribution because of its relatively simple mathematical form
that allows an integrated performance analysis in composite
multipath/shadowing fading environments. The generalized-
K distribution is a mixture of Gamma-distributed shadowing
and Nakagami-distributed multipath fading effect. According
to [16], the generalized-K model can properly describe both
the channel environments of satellite and terrestrial communi-
cations. For the generalized-K model, the probability density
function (PDF) of |hi|2 (i = pp,ps, sp) can be written as

f|hi|2(x) =
2bϕi+εii

Γ (εi) Γ (ϕi)
x

(
ϕi+εi

2

)
−1
Kϕi−εi

(
2bi
√
x
)

(7)

where Kϕi−εi (·) is the modified Bessel function of the second
kind with order (ϕi − εi) and bi =

√
ϕiεi
Ωi

. Here, εi ≥ 0.5

and ϕi ≥ 0 are the multipath and shadowing parameters,
respectively, Ωi is the mean of the received local power.

III. POWER ALLOCATION FOR EE-SE TRADEOFF IN
COGNITIVE SATELLITE-VEHICULAR NETWORKS

In this section, we investigate a power allocation strategy
for the EE-SE tradeoff problem in CSVNs. According to
the distinct performance characteristics in different vehicular
traffic density (VTD) scenarios, a unified tradeoff metric is
firstly developed to facilitate the applicability and tractability
of resource management. Utilizing the EE-SE tradeoff metric,
we propose an optimal power allocation scheme for vehicular
communications to minimize the utility function under the
interference power constraints imposed by satellite commu-
nications. Moreover, with the Charnes-Cooper transformation,
the optimal solution for the transmit power is derived.

A. A Unified EE-SE Tradeoff Metric

In 5G and beyond communications, it is expected to max-
imize EE and SE simultaneously, which can be expressed as
a multi-object optimization problem, i.e., max {ΨSE,ΨEE}.
Since EE and SE have different measurements and orders
of magnitude, we normalize EE and SE with the maxi-
mum achievable EE value, i.e., ΨEE

MAX, and SE value, i.e.,
ΨSE

MAX, respectively. Noting that the maximum EE and SE are
with respect to the transmit power. Here, instead of jointly
maximizing ΨSE

ΨMAX
SE

and ΨEE

ΨMAX
EE

, we minimize the inverse of

the two objectives, i.e., min
{

ΨMAX
SE

ΨSE
,

ΨMAX
EE

ΨEE

}
, to make SE

Fig. 2. EE versus SE in CSVNs with different VTD scenarios (dss = 300 m,
v = 10 m/s, P0 = 150 mW, γ̄p = 8 dB, Ith = −90 dBm).

as the common denominator and thus facilitate subsequent
analysis [17].

Since we concentrate on investigating EE-SE tradeoff in
CSVNs where vehicular communication is involved, it is
necessary to analyze the impact of vehicular environment on
the EE and SE performance at first. In vehicular communi-
cations, high VTD and low VTD scenarios are two typical
scenarios corresponding to communication occurs in urban
and rural areas, respectively. In a high VTD scenario with
dozens of vehicles per square kilometer, the received power
comes from all directions reflected by moving vehicles and
DB rays dominate due to dense moving vehicles. In a low
VTD scenario with less than ten vehicles per square kilometer,
the received power comes mainly from specific directions
identified by main stationary roadside scatterers and LoS
component. As illustrated in [18], the VTD has a great impact
on channel statistical properties, which eventually affect the
performance of EE and SE.

To explicitly reveal the impact of VTD on EE and SE, we
plot the achievable EE versus SE for V2V communications
in different VTD scenarios in Fig. 2, where v is the velocity
of V2V users, γ̄p=Pp/N0 is the average interference-to-noise
ratio (INR) from the satellite, and Ith is the interference thresh-
old of satellite communications. Specific parameters of the
high VTD and the low VTD used in the simulation can refer
to [14]. As expected, the EE increases at the beginning and
decreases afterwards in both scenarios, verifying the tradeoff
between EE and SE. However, the slopes of two curves that
EE versus SE are distinguishing. For example, for the low
VTD scenario, a small degradation in EE (20%) around its
peak value results in a significant gain in SE (80%). While for
the high VTD scenario, we can achieve a considerable gain
in EE (46%) with a small degradation in SE (20%). These
observations illustrate that the high VTD scenario put more
preference on SE than EE, while the low VTD scenario put
more preference on EE than SE.

To make resource management applicable to various vehic-
ular scenarios, we introduce a preference factor ω to condense
EE and SE into a unified metric, which can be expressed as
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F (ω, Ps) = (1− ω)
ΨSE

MAX

ΨSE
+ω

ΨEE
MAX

ΨEE
(8)

where ω ∈ [0, 1] and (1− ω) represent the importance weights
of EE and SE, respectively. It can be seen that through the
preference factor ω, the priority level of EE and SE can be
flexibly adjusted to adapt to different VTD scenarios.

B. Power Allocation Based on EE-SE Tradeoff Metric

Based on the developed utility function, a power allocation
scheme is then proposed for better coexistence of the vehicular
and satellite communications. In the power allocation, we
minimize the utility function of vehicular communications
while restricting the interference power imposed at the satellite
receiver below a predefined threshold, i.e., Ith. Thus, the
optimization problem can be formulated as

minimize
Ps(ω,γ,hsp)≥0

F (ω, Ps (ω, γ, hsp))

subject to Ps (ω, γ, hsp) |hsp|2 ≤ Ith
(9)

where γ = |hss|2

1+γ̄p|hps|2
. Since we consider the diverse prefer-

ences of different vehicular scenarios and interference con-
straints imposed by satellite communications, the transmit
power of vehicular communications Ps is a function of ω,
γ, and hsp, i.e., Ps (ω, γ, hsp).

In the following, we first provide a solution for the opti-
mization problem without the interference constraint, i.e.,

minimize
Ps(ω,γ)≥0

(1−ω)ΨSE
MAX+ωΨEE

MAXEγ{ηPs (ω, γ)+P0}
Eγ{log2 (1 + Ps (ω, γ) γ/N0)} . (10)

By denoting g (Ps (ω, γ)) and f (Ps (ω, γ)) as the numerator
and denominator, respectively, (10) can be equalized to

maximize
Ps(ω,γ)≥0

f (Ps (ω, γ))

g (Ps (ω, γ))
. (11)

As observed, the objective function in (11) is a ratio of
two functions with respect to Ps (ω, γ). By applying Charnes-
Cooper transformation x = Ps

G(Ps)
and t = 1

G(Ps)
, the opti-

mization problem in (11) can be reformulated as the following
equivalent problem

maximize
Ps(ω,γ)≥0

tf
(
x
t

)
subject to tg

(
x
t

)
≤ 1.

(12)

Then, the optimization in (10) can be written as

maximize
Ps(ω,γ)≥0

tEγ {log2 (1 + Ps (ω, γ) γ/N0)}

subject to t
(
(1−ω)ΨSE

MAX+ωΨEE
MAXEγ{ηPs(ω, γ)+P0}

)
≤1.

(13)
In the following, we focus on settling the optimization

problem (13). As the objective function in (13) is a logarithmic
function with respect to Ps (ω, γ,), thus it is concave. Besides,
the constraint is an affine function and thus, the feasible set
defined by constraint is a convex set. Thus, the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions are both sufficient and necessary for
the optimality of (13). We employ the Lagrange multiplier
method to obtain the optimal transmit power. Then, the partial
Lagrangian of problem (13) is given by

L(Ps (ω, γ) , t, `) = tEγ {log2 (1 + Ps (ω, γ) γ/N0)}
+`
(
1−t

(
(1−ω)ΨSE

MAX+ωΨEE
MAXEγ{ηPs (ω, γ)+P0}

)) (14)

where ` > 0 is the Lagrangian parameter. Then, the KKT
condition ∂L(Ps(ω,γ),t,`)

∂Ps(ω,γ) = 0 can be written as
tγ

ln 2 (Ps (ω, γ) γ +N0)
− t`ωηΨEE

MAX = 0. (15)

Hence, the power allocation can be found as

P ′s=

[
1

αω
− N0

γ

]+

(16)

where α = ln 2`ηΨEE
MAX and [x]+ = max (0, x). The optimal

value of ` can be found from the following equation

Eγ
{

log2

(
1+P ′sγ

/
N0

)}
−`
(

(1−ω) ΨSE
MAX

+ ωΨEE
MAX

(
ηEγ

{
P ′s
}

+P0

))
= 0.

(17)

Note that (17) only depends on ` and is independent from t.
The involved mean values can be derived as

Eγ
[
P ′s
]
=Q1

(αω)−1

ω̃ε̃ps
G22

32

[
(1+K) ω̃

b2ps

∣∣∣∣1−ϕ̃ps, 1+ϕ̃ps, 2+ε̃ps

ε̃ps, 1+p+ ε̃ps

]
(18)

Eγ
[
log2

(
1+

P ′sγ

N0

)]
=Q1

L∑
l=0

(−1)lΓ (l+1)

lω̃ε̃ps

×G22
32

[
(1+K) ω̃

b2ps

∣∣∣∣1−ϕ̃ps, 1+ϕ̃ps, 1+ε̃ps

ε̃ps − l, 1+p+ ε̃ps

]
.

(19)

Derivation can be found in Appendix A.
Assume that we have obtained the transmit power allocated

for the interference unconstrained optimization. When the
interference constraint is considered, the interference con-
straint in (9) can be equalized to a transmit power constraint,
i.e., Ps (ω, γ) ≤ Ith/|hsp|2. Following the similar discussion
in [19], the optimal transmit power of (9) can be expressed as

P ∗s = min

([
1

αω
− N0

γ

]+

,
Ith

|hsp|2

)
. (20)

C. The Effect of ω on the Optimal Transmit Power

From (20) we can see that the optimal transmit power
P ∗s is dependent on the interference constraint (Ith), the
channel gains (|hss|2, |hsp|2, |hps|2), and the preference factor
ω, among which ω is the decisive parameter in terms of the
tradeoff between EE and SE. In the following, we focus on
discussing the impact of ω on P ∗s , where ω can be divided
into three regions:

1) when ω< 1
α

(
N0

γ + Ith
|hsp|2

)−1

, the ratio of EE in utility
function is too small to affect the transmit power al-
location. In this case, the power allocation scheme can
be regarded as an optimization problem maximizing SE.
Thus, the transmit power equals to the maximum value
bounded by interference constraints, i.e., P ∗s = Ith

|hsp|2
.

2) when 1
α

(
N0

γ + Ith
|hsp|2

)−1

≤ω≤ γ
αN0

, we have P ∗s = 1
αω −

N0

γ . Thus, we should adjust the transmit power according
to channel fading under the given preference factor ω.

3) when ω > γ
αN0

, we have P ∗s = 0. Here, extremely
poor link quality between vehicular users, such as serve
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Fig. 3. EE and SE versus preference factor ω for various P0 in a low VTD
scenario (v = 5 m/s, Ith = −95 dBm).

 

Fig. 4. EE and SE versus preference factor ω for various velocities v in a
low VTD scenario (P0 = 100 mW, Ith = −95 dBm).

fading, long distance, or serious interference from satel-
lite, may result in vehicular communications being ter-
minated. In this case, vehicular communications should
employ flexible spectrum sharing method to avoid sev-
erer interference from primary satellite communications.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, simulation results are provided to eval-
uate the developed power allocation scheme and show the
effects of various parameters on the EE-SE tradeoff. In the
simulations, we employ the path loss model PL = 128.1 +
37.6log10 (d [in Km]) for terrestrial links and set η = 1.2,
N0 = −114 dBm, dss = 300 m, dsp = 500 m, and the
average INR from the satellite γ̄p = 5 dB. For the generalized-
K fading channels, the corresponding parameter ϕi can be
linked to ϕi = 1

eσ2−1
, where σ is the standard deviation

of the log-normal shadowing and increases as the amount
of fading increases. We assume both hps and hsp follow
the the infrequent light shadowing (ILS) fading, where σi =
0.115, εi = 3,Ωi = 1 [16]. Besides, the 3D V2V channel
parameters are the same as configured in Section IV in [14].

We firstly investigate the effects of the preference factor ω
on the corresponding EE and SE. Taking low VTD scenario
as an example, Fig. 3 presents the SE and EE versus the
preference factor ω for various P0 values. It can be seen
that the SE decreases while the EE gradually increases with
increasing ω. This can be explained by the fact that increasing

Fig. 5. SE versus interference threshold Ith for various preference factors ω
(v = 5 m/s, P0 = 100 mW).

Fig. 6. EE versus interference threshold Ith for various preference factors ω
(v = 5 m/s, P0 = 100 mW).

ω raises the importance of EE and diminishes the priority of
SE, which coincide with our design intention. Especially, in the
case of ω = 0 and ω = 1, the optimization reduces to the max-
imization of SE and EE, respectively. Moreover, different from
EE, SE is independent of P0. Thus, SE curves with various P0

values overlap at the beginning while EE curves have different
endpoints. It is interesting to note that when ω ∈ [0, 0.1],
EE and SE almost remain constant. This is because in this
region, the optimal transmit power is beyond the maximum
allowable power bounded by interference constraints. Besides,
as P0 increases, we can achieve a higher SE while lower EE,
which owing to the fact that the optimal transmit power would
increase as P0 gets larger. To illustrate the impact of V2V
channel characteristics on system performance, we plot the
SE and EE versus the preference factor ω for various vehicle
velocities in Fig. 4. As observed, both the performance of
SE and EE degrade as the velocity increases, revealing that a
larger velocity represents a poor communication condition.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict SE and EE versus the interference
threshold Ith. For both figures, communication occurring in
high VTD scenario experiences a worse performance than that
in low VTD scenario, either in terms of SE or EE. This is due
to the fact that in high VTD scenario, the received power is
reflected by dense moving vehicles, which result in a smaller
Ricean factor. Moreover, In the case of ω = 0 where the
tradeoff optimization reduces to the SE maximization problem,
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the optimal transmit power is exactly the maximum allowable
power bounded by interference power constraints. Thus, as the
interference constraint gets looser, i.e., Ith becomes larger, the
optimal transmit power increases, resulting in a continuously
growing in SE and simultaneously losing EE. When ω = 1, the
unified tradeoff optimization reduces to an EE maximization
problem. In this case, from the figures we can observe that the
maximum EE value can be achieved until Ith reaches to -95
dBm which corresponds to the transmit power P ∗EE. Therefore,
when Ith < −95 dBm, SE and EE increase as Ith increases,
while when Ith > −95 dBm, system always operates at the
global optimal power P ∗EE. As a result, EE stabilizes at its
maximum value and SE remains at ΨSE (P ∗EE).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the EE-SE tradeoff and
the associated power allocation in CSVNs. Firstly, we have
proposed a unified EE-SE tradeoff metric with a preference
factor, through which the priority level of EE/SE can be flex-
ibly changed to adapt to dynamic surrounding circumstances.
Moreover, the optimal transmit power has been derived under
the interference constraints imposed by satellite communica-
tions. Furthermore, simulation results have demonstrated the
viability of the unified EE-SE tradeoff metric.
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APPENDIX A
From (16), Eγ

[
log2

(
1 +

P ′sγ
N0

)]
(Ψ̄SE), can be written as

Ψ̄SE = Eγ
[
log2

( v
ω̃

)]∣∣∣
γ≥ω̃

=

∫ ∞
ω̃

log2

( x
ω̃

)
fγ(x) dx. (21)

where ω̃ = αωN0. To calculate (21), we need to derive fγ (x)

firstly. From γ = |hss|2

1+γ̄p|hpd|2
, fγ (x) can be written as

fγ (x)=

∫ ∞
0

(y + 1) f
γ̄p|hps|2 (y)f|hss|2 (x (y + 1)) dy. (22)

By substituting (7) and the PDF shown in [19, Eq. (5)] into
(22), and expanding the series expression for I0 (x) [20, Eq.
(8.447.1)], fγ (x) can be expressed as

fγ (x) =
2b
ϕps+εps
ps (1+K) e−K

Γ (ϕps) Γ (εps) (γ̄p)
ε̃ps

L∑
p=0

Kp(1+K)p

(p!)2 xp

×
∫ ∞

0

yp+ε̃pse−(1+K)xyKϕps−εps (2bps
√
y) dy

(23)

where ε̃ps =
ϕps+εps

2 . In the above derivation, we assume
that the interference dominates the noise [13]. By expressing
Kϕps−εps

(
2bps
√
y
)

in terms of Meijer-j function and using
[20, Eq. (7.813.1), (9.31.2)], fγ (x) can be obtained as

fγ (x)=Q1x
−ε̃ps−1G12

21

[
(1+K)

b2ps

x

∣∣∣∣ 1−ϕ̃ps, 1+ϕ̃ps

1+p+ ε̃ps

]
(24)

with Q1=
b
ϕps+εps
ps e−K

Γ(ϕps)Γ(εps)γ̄
ε̃ps
p

∑L
p=0

Kp(1+K)−ε̃ps

(p!)2
, ϕ̃ps=

ϕps−εps

2 .

Then, by substituting fγ (x) in (24) into (21), expanding
the log function into the sum of L series, and utilizing [20,
Eq. (7.811.3)], the analytical expression of Ψ̄SE can be finally
derived as shown in (19). With the similar derivation steps of
Ψ̄SE, Eγ [P ′s] can be calculated as shown in (18).
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